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After having kids all the parents would have the single aim in their life that is to provide the best
education to the children. Kailash colony is a south Delhiâ€™s posh area which is surrounded by many
other famous places like Kailash Hills, East of Kailash, Mount Kailash Apartments, Greater Kailash,
Lajpat Nagar, Chittaranjan Park and Zamrudpur. Kailash Colony is the oldest area in all of these
localities.

The first place getting education of the children ages from 2+ and 3+ needs to go in some reputed
play school or pre nursery school to get the maximum chances of being selected in some good high
school. There are lots of renowned play schools in East of Kailash colony too.  You can choose any
of those schools to get enroll your child. There are number of good play schools such as Puki Pie
Pre School in East of Kailash, this is a well equipped play school in the whole area of Kailash
colony. Puki Pie play school is also holding many other branches in Delhi. It provides all the
enmities to get relax the little kids in a school atmosphere. It is a fully air conditioned world class
play school that improves your childâ€™s behaviors and manners in many ways.

They provide lots of educational toys, open play area to give chances your child to speak up with
other children in a friendly and confident manner. They teach all the primary level task such as a few
simple poems, alphabets, countingâ€™s, telling stories with the use of hand puppets and also providing
some educational trips etc. All these tricks are helpful to catch the attraction of your child towards
studies and social atmospheres apart from home.

There are many other play schools also which are providing the similar sort of facilities to your little
ones such as Chuckkle kids play school, Valley of kids play school, Sadhna Sishu Mandir paly
school etc. There are number of public and private schools are located in the surrounded area of
East of Kailash. These schools are mile stone in the field of education to the children at senior
secondary level.

Here parents can locate lots of government, private and public schools according to their choice for
the children. In all schools parents can avail the transports or councilors session too. The schools
comes Like Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya â€“No2 and Balwant Rai Mehta Vidya Bhawan Senior
Secondary school etc. are government schools. Sarovodya is a girlâ€™s school where as Vidya Bhawan
is a coeducational high school that also provides special education to the students with hearing
disabilities. There are many prestigious public schools with remarkable annual results and sound in
discipline, or cultural events too. The main highlights goes to Delhi Public school, Central Public
School.

Tagore International School etc. These are the well known schools where the development of
character is valued more than formal instruction to academic subjects only. The construction of
those schools shows an excellent exterior which is complemented by the comprehensive facilities
for learning. The classrooms are all spacious, well ventilated and could accommodate about 25 to
30 students. All the schools are following CBSE curriculum in the school. The science and Maths
laboratories are most sophisticated in terms of all equipment. Theses schools are offers Commerce,
Science and Humanities as optional streams in class XI with regular counseling to gauge the
process of career planning.
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Manishpaull - About Author:
This article has been written by a school guide of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com- a portal that
provides free of cost consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission.
Parents can locate a Nursery Schools in Kailash Colony or a Cbse-board Schools in Kailash Colony
from the authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can
also search for a Play Schools in Kailash Colony according to their choice and can fill up school
application forms online.
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